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TRIP REPORT TO THE GENERAL ELECTRIC (GE) APPARATUS
SERVICE CENTER (ASC), CHAMBLEE, GEORGIA, TO WITNESS
TESTS ON GE AKR-4E-30 TYPE CIRCUIT BREAKERS

On July 8, 15 and 16, 1992, the staff visited the GE ASC in Chamblee, .Georgia,
to witness refurbishment and testing activities on GE AKR type reactor trip
circuit breakers (RTBs) from the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (Palo
Verde). The Arizona Public Service Company, the licensee for Palo Verde
contracted ASC to conduct tests to determine the root cause(s) for the failure
of RTB-11 (Part Number N2689500011) to remain closed at Palo Verde Unit 3 on
March 10, 1992.

Back<around

APS uses a combination of Westinghouse DS-206 and GE AKR-4E-30 type circuit
breakers to perform the reactor trip function at Palo Verde. Kemco Unit
Control originally supplied the RTB and associated cubicles through the
Combustion Engineering Company. The breaker/cubicle combination is reported
to be qualified to meet seismic requirements for Class IE application.

On May 1, 1992, a GE AKR-4E-30 type RTB failed to close at Palo Verde, Unit 1.
On March 12, and again on June 21, 1992, an RTB failed to close on demand in
Unit 3. GE had previously refurbished APS's RTBs at the ASCs at Oakland,
California and Chamblee, Georgia.

Results of the Tri on Jul 8 1992

On July 8, 1992, Mr. Gregory C. Cwalina and I visited the ASC facility at
Chamblee, Georgia, to witness the refurbishment activities of APS's AKR-4E-30
circuit breakers. We met with representatives of APS and ASC and determined
the following.

GE Nuclear Energy (GENE), San Jose had prepared and sent a proposal
(M/C 325-1BZKW-TCO) dated March 8, 1991, to APS for refurbishing and
testing two AKR-4E-30 RTBs. GE was to certify that the replacement
parts used were acceptable.

APS accepted the above proposal and added its requirements to purchase
order (PO) 3305442 of March 18, 1991, authorizing GE to refurbish at
least two circuit~ breakers. The PO was for safety-rela'ted services,
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required GE to comply with its quality assurance program, and the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and 10 CFR Part 21.

The ASC traveller of April 1, 1991, for the above Palo Verde circuit
breakers indicates that the,ASC craftsmen had performed 1) pre-overhaul
inspections in April, 1991, 2) an overhaul in October, 1991, 3) a
mechanical Inspection in December 1991, and 4) electrical tests
December 1991.

GE measured and recorded the results of the following tests performed before
and after the ovehaul: 1) instantaneous overcurrent in amperes, 2) short time
delay in seconds, 3) long time delay in seconds, 4) ductor test in milliohms,
and 5) voltage required to pick-up and drop-out the undervoltage trip
attachment (UVTA). GE also recorded the type of measuring instruments used,
and the manufacturer, the serial number and calibration due date of each
instrument. GE listed all the parts replaced.

GENE issued a Certificate of Conformance of December 27, 1991, certifying that
the breakers were overhauled, repaired and tested in accordance with the GE
instruction, the GE gA manual, and the customer's quality assurance
requirements. GE shipped the circuit breakers to Palo Verde where they were
stored until April 1992.

In April 1992, Palo Verde personnel replaced the UVTA on the RTB-10 because
its qualified (environmental qualification) life had expired. After replacing
the UVTA, Palo Verde personnel could not properly adjust the gap between the
UVTA paddle screw and the breaker trip shaft. After adjustmenting this gap,
they were able to close the RTB with its UVTA de-energized. APS shipped the
breaker to ASC for analysis and repair.

On about June 26, 1992, while examining why APS personnel had been able to
close RTB-10 with its UVTA de-energized, ASC personnel observed that the UVTA
paddle in the RTB was obsolete (longer than the current ones used) and
requested APS's consent to replace it. APS personnel stated that they had
adjusted the clearance between the tripshaft paddle and UVTA to a minimum of
0.030 inches as recommended by GE in a letter of April 16, 1992 (Attachment
1), after the malfunction of the RTB at Palo Verde on March 10, 1992. On
July 16, 1992, ASC and APS personnel concluded that regardless of the length
of the paddle, the UVTA paddle gap had to be properly adjusted (contrary to
GE's minimum clearance) for the RTB to remain closed.

To ascertain when the UVTA paddle was shortened, I reviewed GE Drawing
192A9751 and determined that the paddle had been shortened in Revision 5 of
August 25, 1982. ASC explained that it made the change to increase the
clearance for manually adjusting the trip setting. GENE, San Jose, had
considered this change a product enhancement and not a design change.
Therefore, GENE had not advised its customers to replace the- UVTA paddies in
their circuit breakers.
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Tests on RTB to Determine Root Cause

On July 15, 1992, I witnessed ASC personnel perform tests on APS RTB-11
(2689500011) to determine that root cause for its failure to remain closed in
March 1992. Four APS engineers were also present. The following are the
numbers of instances in which the br eaker failed to remain closed (trip free)
in 25 attempts to close the breaker'in various configurations.

4/25
7/25
6/25

1/25
2/25

2/25
21/25

6/25
1/25

22/25
23/25

RTB on bench, UVTA armature unrestrained
RTB on bench, UVTA armature restrained
RTB installed inside the reactor trip switchgear (RTSW)
cubicle, in the test position and with the shunt trip
attachment (STA) installed and UVTA restrained with a tie-
wrap
RTB inside the RTSW and in connect position
RTB inside the RTSW and in test position, and the STA and
UVTA unrestrained
RTB in connect position, and the STA and UVTA unrestrained
RTB on bench, UVTA paddle gap 2 mils, STA and UVTA
restrained
RTB on bench, UVTA removed, UVTA paddle gap 2 mils.
RTB on bench, manual trip paddle removed, UVTA remains
detached
RTB on bench, UVTA paddle gap adjusted to .005 inches
RTB on bench, STA removed

GE determined that the UVTA paddle was freely moving on the trip shaft. Thus,
whenever the breaker attempted to close, the paddle bounced and hit on the
trip shaft mechanism causing the breaker to trip free. ASC installed a new
UVTA paddle and continued tests.

, 0/25

0/25
0/25

0/25

RTB on bench, UVTA installed, STA installed and its armature
restrained, new UVTA paddle gap adjusted to .03 inches
RTB inside the RTSW, and in test position, UVTA unrestrained
RTB inside the RTSW, and in connect position, UVTA
restrained
RTB on bench, UVTA removed, gap adjusted to 30 mils

On June 16, 1992, ASC personnel tested RTB-08. The mechanism on this RTB had
been replaced. The trip shaft torque was measured to be 12 inch ounces. ASC
personnel operated the RTB successfully 25 times each on the bench and in the
connect position inside the cubicle. ASC personnel also tested RTB-05, which
had been sent for routine refurbishment, and successfully closed the breaker
25 times. The trip shaft torque on this RTB was'measured to be 16 inch
ounces.
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Conclusions

The RTB problems encountered by APS at Palo Verde did not result from
inadequate maintenance or inadequate communication with GENE, the vendor of
the RTBs. The problem may have resulted from the combination of the UVTA
paddle design and the wear and tear of the moving parts. The UVTA paddle has
round holes and rotates on a rectangular tripshaft. Over the years, due to
wear, the UVTA paddle holes to become enlargened and had caused the trip shaft
torque of RTB -11 to diminsh to a low value. When the breaker closed, its
impact bounced the mechanism and caused the UVTA paddle to hit the trip shaft
clamp, causing it to rotate the trip shaft, and trip the RTB. The force of
the UVTA paddle bouncing was adequate to cause the RTB to trip free because
wear had reduced the torque needed to turn the trip shaft.

I have explained the principle of operation of the UVTA in the AKR breaker
in Attachment 2. The plant personnel should adjust the clearances between the
UVTA and the UVTA paddle or between the UVTA paddle and the tripshaft clamp so
that the breaker operates properly. Setting a minimum clearance as specified
by GE is not adequate because the clearances (gaps) can be specific to a
breaker and depend on other factors such the age of the breaker and the wear
and tear on
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Attachment 2

UVTA GAP ADJUSTMENT IN A GE AKR TYPE BREAKER

General

The undervoltage trip attachment (UVTA) trips the GE AKR circuit breaker when
its coil is de-energized. The leads of the coil are connected directly to
secondary disconnects or to a terminal board. Under normal conditions, the
UVTA coil remains energized and permits the breaker to be closed.

When the voltage is reduced to less than 60 percent of the rated voltage, the
UVTA armature is released, causing the breaker to trip. An open armature will
render the breaker incapable of closing. The UVTA armature lifts and permits
closing, if the voltage is 85 percent or more of its nominal value.

If the breaker is disconnected, and for some reason the breaker is to be
operated manually, the UVTA may be tied or wired down so that it will not
cause tripping.

~Ad 'ustment

When the UVTA is installed or replaced, its ability to trip the breaker must
be demonstrated.

GE Procedure to ad 'ust the UVTA

UVl'As trip the breaker when the armature opens. This causes an extension on
the armature to strike the paddle on the trip shaft. An extension of the
other end of the armature (towards the front of the breaker) extends through
the device frame and limits the movement of the armature. When the armature
is released, this extension stops against a stop which isset at the factory.
To check for a positive trip, the armature should be held down, the end of a
I/32-inch diameter wire should be inserted against the stop, and the armature
released. If this trips the breaker, the setting is correct. Figure 32 shows
the place to insert the wire. Note that only the tip of the wire is to be
against the stop. The General Electric Apparatus Service Center (ASC) makes
the adjustment described above with the UVTA de-energized. The Arizona Public
Service Company energizes the UVTA and makes the adjustment descibed above for
positive trip.
If the UVTA does not have a positive ability to trip the breaker, the
adjustment screw of the trip paddle assembly on the trip shaft may be turned
in increments of 180, until the check is successful.

When the UYTA is closed and the breaker mechanism is reset, there must be the
correct clearance between the trip paddle and the device armature.

Princi le of o eration

When the UYTA loses power and is de-energized, the armature extension pushes
the UVTA trip paddle and causes it to rotate. A screw on the trip paddle





transmits the motion to the trip shaft clamp and causes the tripshaft to
rotate tripping the breaker.

In a letter of April 16, 1992, J. E. Kusky, the GE Manager of Electrical
Services, in Atlanta, inFormed Jack Bailey, the Director of Nuclear
Engineering, APS, that "the minimum tripshaft paddle to under voltage armature
clearance should be adjusted to 0.030 inches." Contrary to this statement,
since the minimum tripshaft paddle to UVTA clearance depends on the age of the
breaker, and wear and tear of other parts, technicians should adjust gap so
that the breaker cannot be closed without energizing the UVTA and should be
able to trip when the UVTA is de-energized.
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UNDERVOLTAGETRIP DEVICE IN AN GE AKR
TYPE CIRCUIT BREAKER
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